
TRI-HUE WATERCOLOR DISCOVERIES
PREPARATION:  
1.  FIND THE READABLE SIDE OF THE PAPER’S WATERMARK.
    (READABLE RELIEF SIDE.)  WRITE YOUR INITIALS OVER IT.
2.  CUT ONE FULL SHT. AS PER DIAGRAM.  INITIAL EACH.

ASSIGNMENT: A Conversation With Color
Rationale: This is a right brain introduction to trihue watercolor painting.  
COLOR IS THE SUBJECT.  Enjoy discovering the full dimension of mixing 
color by glazing layers of single, primary hues, one over the other.  Take on
a pioneering spirit and be a path!nder on a trail seeded with discoveries. 

1.  Wet two 1/4 shts. on both sides and let dry.

2.  Paint 20% saturation yellow rectangles of varying 
proportions and sizes over one entire sht., leaving 
slight white gaps between each. Let dry.

3.  While waiting for one sheet to dry, start a second . Let dry.

4. Using the same saturation of yellow, paint more rectangles
on each sheet. Overlap the original rectangles, leaving gaps of
white space. Let dry.

5.  Double the saturation of yellow and paint a third
set of rectangles over the !rst two as before.  Let dry.

6.  Again, double the yellow saturation and paint a
fourth layer of rectangles over the previous layers.  Let dry.

7.  Leaving a 1” margin, paint similar 20% magenta 
rectangles over the yellow rectangles, again leaving 
some space between each. Let dry.

8. Paint three more layers of magenta, following the 
same procedures as the yellows.  Let dry.

9.  Follow these procedures with 4 layers of Cyan
(leaving an additional 1” margin).

10.  Identify and list any discoveries.   This is a most important part of the process, so document as you go.

11.  Try to meet the following criteria:
A.  90 % toned color (3 primaries) in !nal painting.*
B.  Develop areas of color themes, i.e. earthy, hot, festive, etc.
C.  Totally non-objective.
D.  Variations of the same hue.
E.  Variation in color dominance.
F.  Your own criteria.
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TRI-HUE MIXING DEMO  @: 
dimensionsofcolor.com/trihue.html
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            REFERENCE VIDEOS 
               BY DICK NELSON

h"p://vimeo.com/user6812595/videos

*After the cyan application, inventory the
colors according to how many colors are:
Ones= A primary
Twos= A mixture of two primaries
Threes= A mixture of all three primaries
Tones =  A mixture of 3 primaries, regardless
of the number of layers.

COLOR INVENTORY*


